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Addition and subtraction word problems worksheet pdf

Are you looking for high-quality math worksheets that are aligned with the core general standards of class K-8? Our premium worksheet packs contain 10 activities and answer the key to challenge your students and help them understand every single topic within their grade level. ------ Note: The
information about this point will not be sent to your printer --------Work the following questions with your children. Help them with words or phrases that are not with.1. Michael and his brother Jacob have a total of 18 console games. If Michael has twelve of them, how many does Jacob have? Jacob has six

console games.2. Olivia's family is partying for a big party. They get all the chairs in the house and put them in one room. You get twelve chairs from below and five chairs from above. How many chairs do they have? They have seventeen chairs. 3. Jonathon has three console games more than Daniel. If
Daniel has eight games, how many does Jonathon have? Jonathon has 11 console games. 4. Zachary and Taylor play chess. Zachary still has six plays and Taylor has nine. How many plays does Taylor have more than Zachary? Taylor has three more plays. 5. Robert has seven fewer trading cards than
Logan. If Logan has sixteen cards, how many does Robert have? Robert has nine pedal cards. 6. Sydney's hockey team has six skaters who play defense and nine skaters who play as strikers. How many skaters are on Sydney's hockey team? There are fifteen skaters on Sydney's hockey team. --------page break-------------7. Sophie's class at school has twenty children. Nine of them are boys. How many are girls? Eleven of the class are girls. 8. Abigail's class has 18 students and Grace's class has fourteen students. How many students are less in Grace's class? Grace's class has four fewer students.
9. Maria's hockey team still has six games left to make the playoffs. That's two more games than Morgan's team has left. How many games does Morgan's team have left before the playoffs? Morgan's team has four games left. 10. On Monday, a club sells fourteen tickets for a concert. On Tuesday, they
managed to sell six more than they sold on Monday. How many tickets did they sell on Tuesday? They sold 20 tickets on Tuesday. 11. Brianna has six male cousins and seven female cousins. How many cousins does Brianna have? Brianna has thirteen cousins. 12. A football team scored eight goals in
their last game. They scored two of them in the first half. How many must they have scored in the second half? They must have scored six goals in the second half. --------- page break-------------13. Brandon's football team has won 15 games this year. Ryan's team has won only eight games. How many
games has Brandon's team won more than Ryan's team? Brandon's team has seven games won as Ryan's team. 14. Cameron and Hunter always try to beat each other. They have a press-up contest and Hunter does seventeen press-ups. Cameron manages to get two more than How many press-ups
has Cameron done? Cameron made 19 press-ups. 15. Stephanie and Mackenzie's birthdays are close together. Stephanie has seven days to wait. Mackenzie has three days less to wait than Stephanie. How many days does Mackenzie have to wait until her birthday? Mackenzie has to wait four days for
her birthday. 16. One train has three wagons and a second train has six wagons. These two trains are joined together into a long train. How many wagons will this long train have? The long train will have nine carriages. 17. Dylan gets 2 dollars from his aunt and that means that he now has the 20 dollars
he needs to buy a gift for his father. How much did he have before his aunt gave him 2 dollars? He had 18 dollars before his aunt gave him 2 dollars. 18. Hayley and Chloe go to different schools. Haley's school band has three trombonists, three fewer than in Chloe's band. How many trombonists are in
Chloe's school band? There are six trombonists in Chloe's band. --------- page break-------------19. Ethan counts the number of friends he has. He counts 11 friends from the school and six friends from outside the school. How many friends does he have. He has seventeen friends. 20. Amanda has lost
one of her baby teeth, which is three less than the number of teeth Aaron has lost. How many teeth has Aaron lost? Aaron has lost four teeth. 21. Emma's house has five bedrooms. Her friend Madison's house has three bedrooms. How many fewer bedrooms does Madison's house have? Madison's
house has two bedrooms less than Emma's house. 22. A baseball team scores thirteen runs in a game. Eight of those runs were scored in the first innings. How many runs did they score after the first innings? They scored five runs after the first innings. 23. Justin's birthday party was a bit crazy last year,
so he only has seven people at his party this year. That's eight fewer than last year. How many people were at the crazy party last year? Last year there were fifteen people at the crazy party. 24. Tyler and Justin decide to sell all their PS2 games. Tyler has four and Justin has five. How many PS2 games
do they need to sell in total? You have nine PS2 games for sale. --------- page break-------------25. Jack chooses between two books he can read. One has eighteen pages, three more than the other. How many pages does the other book have? The other books have fifteen pages. 26. Anthony and Anna
are both good swimmers. Anna wins six medals in a competition and Anthony two. How many more medals has Anna won than Anthony? Anna won four more medals than Anthony. 27. This year Megan has danced in five competitions. This makes a total of twenty competitions in which she has ever
danced. How many must she have danced this year? She must have danced in fifteen competitions this year. 28. Victoria likes shoes and she has thirteen pairs. Her friend Alyssa also likes shoes and she has eleven eleven How many pairs of shoes does Alyssa have less than Victoria? Alyssa has two
fewer pairs than Victoria. 29. This year, the local police have nine officers, four fewer than the previous year. How many officers did they have last year? They had thirteen officers last year. 30. Noah has just moved. His new class has 18 students. That's four more than his last class. How many students
were in his last class? There were fourteen students in his last class. ------ Note: The information below is not sent to your printer -------- An Addition /Subtraction Word Problems Worksheet - Through HelpingWithMath.comThe various resources listed below are aligned to the same standard(1OA01) from
the CCSM (Common Core Standards For Mathematics) as the Word Problem worksheet shown above. Use addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word problems where there is a need to add, assemble, disassemble, and compare with unknowns in all positions, such as .B using objects, drawings,
and equations with an unknown number symbol that represents the problem. Example/GuidanceAddition &amp; SubtractionSituationsEasily differentproblems to 10 x 1Problemss up to 10 to 20 - 1Problemss up to 20 - 2Word ProblemsAdding (5 pages with 30 questions)Similar to the above listing, The
following resources are aligned with related standards in Common Core For Mathematics, which together support the following learning outcome:Represent and solve problems with addition and subtractionAdding 3 numbers (to 10 and 20) (From Game) In the 4th grade worksheet on word problems in
addition and subtraction, all students in the class can practice word issues based on addition and subtraction. This add and subtract worksheet can be practiced by students to get more ideas on how to solve the add and subtract word issues worksheet.1. What is the sum of 40711 and 73412 and the
difference of 82731 and 37128?2. Find the number:(i) 53172 more than 64278(ii) 53172 less than 64278(iii) 1872 more than 23265(iv) 1872 less than 23265 3. Here you can find the number that (i) 17319 exceeds 1279 and (ii) 23735 to 2035.4. (i) What number should 25483 be added to get the sum of
65785? (ii) What number should be subtracted from 52847 to obtain 22489?5. How much smaller is 63512 than 94291?6. This is greater, 42929 or 91429 and by how much?7. i) Find the difference between the two sums, 14581 + 18541 and 23427 + 23243. (ii) Find the sum of the two differences, 32309 –
23903 and 41724 – 31527.8. A milk dairy produces 25,545 litres of milk per day. It delivers 15,625 litres of milk to a milk depot and the rest to the market. How much milk will be on the market The sum of two numbers is 94506. One of the numbers is 49605. Find the other number.10. The sum of two
numbers is 45000. One of the numbers is 22500. Find the other number. What part of the sum is the specified number? 11. 11. 63,675 sacks of wheat and rice together in the cereal stock. The wheat sacks are counted with 34,768. Find the number of rice bags.12. There are 35,278 students in class III,
32,184 students in grade IV and 25,375 students in class V in a city's schools. Here you can find the total number of students reading in grades III, IV, and V. Among these students are 60,324 girls. Find the number of students who are boys.13. One person had a swell of .197,865. He gave his wife 50,753
U.S. dollars and his son 75,928 U.S. dollars. He gave the rest of the money to his daughter. How much did the daughter get?14. What should be added to the sum of 346568 and 234263 to get the sum of 800000?15. Sam was valued at .52,490. He bought a cow for 15,870 dollars and a buffalo for 25,785
dollars. How much money is with him now?16. In the following, you replace the stars (*) with correct digits. If students have questions about the word issues in addition and subtraction issues in the worksheet, please fill in the following comment box so we can help you. Suggestions for improvement from
all sides would, however, be highly appreciated. • Worksheet on Mixed Addition and Subtraction.Worksheet on Word Problems on Addition and Subtraction.Worksheet by Adding or Subtracting Worksheet.on Addition and Subtraction.Worksheet on Estimating Sums and Differences.Worksheet on
Multiplication.Worksheet on Multiplication.Worksheet on Multiplication.Worksheet on Multiplication of a Number by a 2-Digit Number.Worksheet on Multiplication of a Number by a 3-Digit Number.Worksheet on Estimating Products.Worksheet on Word Problems on Multiplication.Worksheet on
Division.Worksheet on Division Facts.Worksheet on Estimating the Quotient.Worksheet on Numbers On Division by Two-Digit Numbers.Worksheet on Word Problems on Division.Worksheet on Four Fundamental Operations.Worksheet on Systems of Numeration. 4th Grade Math Activities 4th Grade
Math Worksheets From Worksheet on Word Problems on Addition and Subtraction to HOME PAGE Didn't Find What You Were Looking for? Or would you like to know more about Math Only Math. Use this Google search to find what you need. Need.
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